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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

Jonathan D Mooers:
“Gangster Garbage Government”
April 18, 2015 – The American Resistance Party received the following email form
Jonathan David Mooers.
His comments are as follows:
On April 27, 2011 Barack Obama posted his birth certificate on whitehouse.gov,
which was soon found to be a multi-layered cut-and-paste electronic forgery. Since
Barry Soetoro-Barack Obama is a non-Constitutional president, (1) all his directives
in office, (2) all votes cast for Obama in the 2008 and 2012 general elections
and (3) all Congressional lawmaking and funding for Obama from January 21, 2009
to the present time remain Constitutionally NULL AND VOID.
BARRY SOETORO-OBAMA is in the Oval Office illegally, so arrest him, try him and
possibly hang him for crimes against America, in particular, and humanity in general.
TRAITOR BOEHNER had/has no empowerment from the US Constitution to
knowingly fund a non-Constitutional presIDent with trillions of our heart-earned tax
dollars, so arrest him, try him for treason and possibly imprison him for life.
HOWDY DOODY [DUTY] GOWDY has shown to be a puppet of Benghazi-complicit
Boehner and Washington, Deceit; he has been all bluster and no muster; all talk and
no shock. Sadly, this former lion-hearted prosecutor must also be arrested and tried
for national malfeasance for failing as Benghazi Committee Chairman for almost one
full year to subpoena, indict and de-power the architects of the Benghazi massacre
and its video-lie cover-up, Barry-and-Hillary, who are still free on the streets to
further harm and humiliate America.
AWOL O'REILLY, the leading figure in all America's media establishment, has profited
from reporting and covering for Obama crimes, and profited from exposing dead
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presidents while, at the same time, has abandoned journalistic ethics in failing to
expose the full ID and life history of Barry Soetoro-Obama.
TREASON QUEEN PELOSI AND OUR CONGRESS OF 535 CRIMINALS are guilty of the
greatest national robberies in US history: (1) they have formally robbed some
318,000,000 American citizens of our full and rightful candIDate-presIDent ID
knowledge of Marxist Islamic homosexual anti-Constitution anti-humanity Barry
Soetoro-Obama since Nancy Pelosi and the Communist Democrats illegally allowed
him into apple pie America on AUG 28, 2008, and (2) they have ignored the power of
the purse so as to mis-appropriate trillions of our heart-earned tax dollars and
trillions of foreign-borrowed funds to bankrupt and indenture future generations and
(3) these same oath-taking tax-taking souls have robbed Americans of the faithful
support and defense of our sacred paid-for-in-blood US Constitution so as to actively
assist executive-amnesty-anarchy-without-borders, and assist a treaty with Iran that
will most likely allow the production of atomic bombs to eliminate Israel and,
possibly, USA, and other grave and thoroughly reckless non-Constitutional things.
So, We the People are now, in 2015, after some 228 years as a Christian golden rule
Republic, obliged tax-paying subjects of a gangster garbage government like no other
governance before it. Since all the instabilities, humilities and calamities around the
world over the past six years, including this planned importation and forced settling
of diseased foreign-sympathies desperate dependent persons, CAN ALL BE TRACED
BACK TO THE EVIL FOREIGN-SYMPATHIES BRAIN OF A NON-CONSTITUTIONAL
candIDate-presIDent BARRY SOETORO-OBAMA that sets this endless parade of
deliberate tax-paid-for humiliations in motion, send this post to PAUL IRVING, the US
HOUSE SERGEANT AT ARMS via his e-mail and flood his e-mail and real-mail boxes
with DEMANDS FOR A CITIZENS ARREST OF MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD-HOOD BARRY
SOETORO-BARACK OBAMA!
What holds you back from effortlessly e-mailing this post to said Sergeant-at-Arms for
your combined vote and CITIZENS ARREST? If it is indifference or laziness or fear of
reprisal of your own oath-taking tax-taking federal employees that fills you with
hesitation, then, go ahead and remain a cowardly subject on behalf of your
grandchildren! If it is fear of inciting unrest in the streets by blinded Obama
supporters, simply remind those blinded souls that they defend a defenseless image
of a presIDent, a living lie to them, who never was their Constitutional presIDent.
###

If you’d like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Mr. Edward C. Noonan, Founder and
National Committee Chairman: American Resistance Party, please call 530-777-3474 or email at:
ednoonan7@gmail.com Forward this email to 10 of your friends for a “free gift.” (bcc us for proof of your referral.) (free
gift = Mr. Noonan’s ebook "Chester Arthur - "1st Bogus POTUS" vs. The Death of America")
Permission to reprint in whole or in part is gladly granted, provided full credit is given.
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